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Trade Vision
Overview

To build a balanced portfolio
of trade partnerships
engaged in the telling
Jersey’s story. Delivering
year round accessibility and
sustainable growth in visitor
volume and spend.
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Path to Success
Ensuring Visit Jersey takes a multi-channel approach,
effectively communicating to the consumer in a
consistent way through all distribution platforms
optimizing brand reach and sales opportunity
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The Role of Trade
❑ Leverage the brand
❑ A trusted advisor
❑ Develop business
opportunities
❑ Identify new and
emerging markets
❑ Grow product and
destination
placement
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Trade Strategy
Work with our industry partners to
distribute and extend reach of our
tourism product

IDENTIFY
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OPTIMISE
PARTNERSHIPS

MAXIMISE THE REACH
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Objectives
❑ Enhance
Distribution
❑ Extend Seasonality
❑ Increase Bed
Nights
❑ Optimise Visitor
Spend
❑ Deliver a Good
Spread of Visitor
Segments
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Key activity
GETTING THE BASICS
RIGHT

BRING JERSEY TO LIFE

Make Jersey an easy to
switch on destination

Amplify the islands story
through the Trade

OPTIMISE
PARTNERSHIPS AND
IDENTIFY GAPS

BUILD A BALANCED
MARKET PORTFOLIO

Maximise distribution

Deliver a good spread of
visitors across markets to
minimise any industry risk
elements, which may impact
volume
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Deliverables
Together with our trade representative agencies,
Visit Jersey will lead the trade strategy and focus, in
year one of the strategy, on ‘Getting the Basics
Right’ to ensure we lay the foundations for
sustainable growth optimise our partners’ distribution
channels
Audit the travel trade landscape in
core markets to identify gaps and
opportunities
Develop tools to inspire
commercial engagement and
present a relevant and unique
product portfolio
Invest in nurturing and developing
existing partnerships, to ensure
we maximise the opportunities to
secure Jerseys place in the
consumer consideration funnel
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Deliverables
Build strategic relationships to
extend seasonality and visitor
volume through traditional, OTA,
travel and airline partners (both
charter and scheduled).
Work jointly with POJ and our
partners to secure new and
sustainable routes charter and
scheduled
Identify the best event
platforms to profile Jersey.
Create bespoke events to
ensure year round networking
opportunities and deliver
inspiration trips for senior and
strategic influencers

GETTING THE BASIC RIGHT

GETTING THE BASICS
RIGHT
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GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT
Make Jersey an easy to switch on destination

❑ Collaborate with marketing to deliver industry ready toolkits to
inspire and ensure Jersey is easy to include in third party
campaigns

❑ Identify ‘best matched’ partners to develop joint marketing
plans to drive new visitor volume, gain reach and cultivate
extended seasonality
❑ Work in partnership with marketing to extend brand and
campaign activity effectively through our European partners.
❑ Identify most effective communication channels in Germany to
extend destination awareness in collaboration with trade
❑ Ensure consistent delivery of the brand, across all partner
marketing

MAXIMISE
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GETTING
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BRING JERSEY TO LIFE
Amplify the islands story through the trade

❑ Deliver the sales tools to enable ‘Team Jersey’ to represent and
achieve maximum impact at all events
❑ Build a communications and training plan to inspire industry experts.
To raise awareness of Jersey in a crowd market, to tell Jerseys story
and secure its place as the ‘perfect island break’
❑ Identify key trade media partners and organizations in core markets
to work with to increase Jerseys share of voice. Optimise media
reach through joint engagement initiatives
❑ Develop a relevant easy to use product portfolio for the trade
❑ Continuously review market research to establish most effective
marketing channels, to develop joint partner initiatives
❑ Identify and evaluate the ‘best’ trade events to profile Jersey and
showcase our offer (e.g. ITB, WTM, ExploreGB, Vibe, ANTOR)
❑ Develop bespoke networking and engagement events both formal
and informal to keep Jersey in front of our trade partners mind
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OPTIMISE PARTNERSHIPS
Maximise distribution

❑ Complete a partner audit to benchmark Jerseys success,
identify gaps and opportunities

❑ Extend the audit to niche markets - Luxury / Activity
/Schools
❑ Develop a tiered partner programme of support based on
audit outcomes
❑ Hold bi-annual meetings and quarterly calls with relevant
decision makers to review agreed activity, sales
progress, present new or existing product.
❑ Audit partner sales platforms to benchmark their use of
assets, evaluate brand consistency and consumer
engagement
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BUILD A BALANCED MARKET PORTFOLIO
Deliver a good spread of visitors across all markets to minimise any industry risk
elements, which may impact visitor volume

❑ Manage and evaluate partner risk-share agreements.

❑ Develop an airline engagement plan based on the ‘Best
Prospects’ work already done.
❑ Secure annual meetings and quarterly calls with senior or
strategic influencers to review route performance and share
destination information
❑ Identify true potential of new source markets and trade and airline
appetite to support and warrant development
❑ Work in partnership with German tour operators to extend
summer charter market into shoulder months and back carriers
prepared to offer mid-week connectivity to Jersey.
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Measurement
Evaluating the trade contribution

➢ Focus on out takes and
outcomes in annual
survey
➢ Partner audit
➢ Exit survey
➢ Individual partner
measures
➢ Consumer marketing
surveys

ACTIONS SUMMARY – Year 1

GETTING
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GETTING
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Actions Summary Year 1
Objective

Actions
(abbreviated)

Outcome

Measurement &
Method

Getting the basics right –
Make Jersey an easy to
switch on destination

1. Deliver brand and campaign
toolkits

Increase use brand and campaign
asset

Activity tracker

2.Deliver ‘Best Matched’ partners

Increased partner programme
extending seasonality

Trade programme audit

3.Ensure consistent deliver of the
brand across all partner marketing

Improve destination perception

Consumer survey

Bring Jersey to Life –
Amplify the islands story
through the trade

4.Extend brand campaign activity
through European trade partners

Amplify the brand

5. Ensure consistent delivery of the
brand, across all partner marketing

Improve destination

1.Develop a digital/print trade guide
2 Develop a comm’s and training plan

Increase Jerseys inclusion in partner
programmes

Trade marketing audit

Trade marketing audit
Product Audit

Raise destination awareness
Track articles and survey participants
improve sales influencers knowledge

3 Develop a specialist training
Extend sales influencers knowledge
programme focused on the niche offer to showcase niche products/sectors Implement post training survey
4 Identify key trade media partners to Extend Jerseys reach through the
work with to increase Jerseys share of trade
voice

Track features audience and key
brand terms
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Actions Summary Year 1
Objective
Bring Jersey to Life –
Amplify the islands story
through the trade

Actions
(abbreviated
5 Develop a relevant and easy to use
product portfolio
6 Develop bespoke buyer and sales
influencer educationals

7 Implement bi-annual mtg plan with
priority partners

Outcome
Inspire product growth and yearround economic benefits

Highlight unique and signature
experiences

Measurement &
Method
Measure results through programme
impact, platform audits and surveys
Implement Trade partner survey

Ensure future opportunities are
Measure results through programme
captured and Jersey remains top of impact, platform audits and surveys
mind

8 Identify, agree, attend & evaluate the Optimise Jerseys presence to
most relevant trade events
maximise commercial opportunities
9 Develop bespoke networking events Maximise programme opportunities
to best prospects partner

10 Effectively manage representative Ensure delivery of targets with
companies ensuring they have the tools maximum impact

Optimise Partnerships and
identify gaps - Audit the
landscape and identify the
gaps

Increase partner engagement scores

Target tracker

1 Complete a trade audit

2 Extend audit to niche markets

Benchmark destination inclusion for
core and niche markets
Annual partner programme, routes
audit and partner end of year survey

3 Develop a tiered partner programme Ensure strategic investment
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Actions Summary Year 1
Objective
Build a balanced market
portfolio - Deliver a good
spread of visitors across
markets to minimise any
industry risk elements,
which may impact volume

Actions
(abbreviated
1.Manage risk-share agreements

Outcome

Ensure sustainable routes

2.Develop an airline engagement plan Future new route development
based

3. Develop annual plan with senior or
strategic influencers

Measurement &
Method
Partner performance tracker

Report back meeting outcomes

Ensure Jerseys is in mind for future Report back meeting outcomes
route development

4. Identify new source markets trade Extend Visitor volume in shoulder
and airline engagement levels
5. In Germany extend summer charter
market into shoulder months back
Extended seasonality to shoulder
carriers prepared to offer mid-week
connectivity to Jersey.

New Tour Operator programmes and
airline insight

Track passenger extended seasonality
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